The reaction between plasmin and C1-inhibitor results in plasmin inhibition by the serpin mechanism.
C1-inhibitor is an important inhibitor of plasma kallikrein and C1, but also has inhibitory activity against numerous other plasma proteinases such as plasmin. The relevance of plasmin inhibition by the C1-inhibitor has been debated, with some evidence showing that plasmin causes significant proteolysis of C1-inhibitor. In the present study, we show that C1-inhibitor in its native state will inhibit plasmin without being significantly degraded, in a manner typical of all serpin reactions. However, if C1-inhibitor is in a denatured polymeric state (as can easily occur during storage, or as produced by heating of the native protein), it will be extensively degraded by plasmin. In addition, we show that hydrophobic interaction chromatography is an effective method to remove trace contaminants of inactive C1-inhibitor polymers.